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Frequency-Domain Channel Characteristics of
Intelligent Reflecting Surface Assisted Visible Light

Communication
Cheng Chen, Shenjie Huang, Hanaa Abumarshoud, Senior Member, IEEE, Iman Tavakkolnia, Member, IEEE,

Majid Safari, Senior Member, IEEE and Harald Haas, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Deploying an intelligent reflecting surface (IRS)
array in visible light communication (VLC) systems forms
additional light propagation paths, thereby enhancing the optical
wireless channel. This improves the aggregated received signal
strength, but on the other hand, it also introduces time delays
between received signals via different paths. In this paper,
the impact of IRS-induced time delay on the VLC channel
characteristics in the frequency-domain is investigated for the
first time in the open literature. The considered issue is exper-
imentally validated. In addition, the influence of IRS-induced
time delay in practical scenarios considering users with fixed and
random positions has also been evaluated. It is demonstrated
that an IRS array can consistently improve the performance
of narrowband VLC systems. In wideband VLC systems, the
performance gain is considerable when the reflected channel via
the IRS array is significantly greater than the line-of-sight (LoS)
channel. However, when the path losses for both reflected and
LoS signals are similar, the communication performance does not
show noticeable improvement compared to the case with only the
LoS path.

Index Terms—Visible light communication, optical wireless
communication, intelligent reflecting surface, optical wireless
channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The future 6th-generation (6G) is envisioned as a powerful
wireless network with global coverage, all spectrum usage
and embedded intelligence, which can provide super-high data
rates to a massive number of users and devices [1]. Visible
light communication (VLC) and light-fidelity (LiFi) use op-
tical spectrum to provide multi-Gbps wireless transmission
speed. As potential enablers for 6G and beyond networks,
VLC and LiFi systems offer multiple advantages in terms of
security, data density and lighting functionalities [2], [3]. In
conventional radio frequency (RF) wireless communications,
the concept of intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) has been
proposed to improve the wireless link performance in terms of
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spectral efficiency, multiple access and security [4], [5]. The
basic idea is to deploy an adaptive reflective unit to direct
the incoming signal to the targeted mobile user. By tuning the
reflection coefficients, the wireless channel can be manipulated
to achieve the desired performance.

Motivated by the latest advances in IRS-aided RF wireless
communication, optical IRSs and smart optics have been
proposed to assist various optical wireless communication
(OWC) systems [6]–[10]. Similar to their RF counterparts,
optical IRS arrays can effectively increase the received signal
power, thereby greatly improving system reliability or spectral
efficiency. Furthermore, optical IRSs are particularly useful for
combating link blockage in OWC systems, which is a more
critical issue compared to RF wireless systems. so that the
received signal strength is enhanced and some link blockage
issues can be avoided. Most VLC systems use intensity
modulation (IM) with direct detection (DD). In conjunction
with the large detection area relative to the wavelength in
the optical region, small scale fading in VLC is negligible
[11]. Therefore, multiple received optical signals via different
paths can be combined constructively without stringent phase
control. This feature makes the operation of IRSs in VLC
fundamentally different from that in RF wireless systems. In
IRS-assisted RF wireless systems, tuning the reflection matrix
with optimal phase is important for achieving the highest gain
[4]. In IRS-assisted VLC systems, it is vital to control the
reflection units to bounce the optical signal to the desired target
direction [7].

Potential benefits, techniques and challenges for the use of
IRS in LiFi networks have been comprehensively discussed in
[8]. An analytical framework to study the performance of two
types of IRSs is presented in [7], where the adaptive metasur-
face array controls the reflection direction by manipulating
the light phase gradient, and the mirror array controls the
reflection direction by changing the mechanical orientations
of mirror elements. In [12], optimisation problems have been
formulated to maximise the achievable data rate by the IRS-
assisted VLC systems, which demonstrate the capability of
IRS to improve the VLC data rate. IRS has been proposed to
improve the multiple access capability [13] and physical layer
security in VLC systems [14], [15].

Despite little concern about small-scale fading in OWC
due to photodiode (PD) spatial averaging, the effects of
combining multipath with different delays still cause inter-
symbol interference, which leads to a non-flat channel in
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frequency domain [11]. In most existing research on OWC
with IRS, the IRS-induced time delay has been omitted and
the same time of arrival is assumed for all multipath com-
ponents [7], [12]–[14]. Consequently, the performance gains
introduced by optical IRS in these studies are likely to be
overestimated. VLC channel characteristics with non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) propagation paths due to reflections have been
considered in numerous research works [16], [17]. However,
these studies primarily focus on reflections caused by in-
door internal surfaces. In contrast, the channel delay profile
caused by IRS exhibits significantly different characteristics.
A comprehensive tapped-delay line channel model of IRS-
assisted VLC systems considering various cases and assump-
tions has been proposed in [18], where the time delay spread
caused by the reflected paths via IRS has been evaluated
and characterised. The link signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a
communication system is determined by channel responses
over the modulation bandwidth. Therefore, it is important
to understand the frequency-domain channel characteristics
of the IRS-assisted VLC systems. In this paper, we focus
on investigating the frequency-domain channel characteristics
of IRS-assisted VLC systems considering the IRS-induced
time delay. The corresponding impact on the communication
performance has also been studied. The contributions of this
work are the following:

• The characteristics of frequency selective channel due to
IRS-induced time delay is investigated and further vali-
dated by experiments. A single IRS element model is used
to simplify the performance analysis and experimental
validation.

• The impact of key quantities, such as IRS to line-of-sight
(LoS) path loss ratio and relative time delay, on the IRS
assisted VLC system is investigated. It has been found
that the IRS array improves the VLC system performance
when it is a narrowband system or when the strength of
the reflected channel via the IRS array is significantly
greater than the LoS channel. When the strength of the
reflected channel is similar to the LoS channel in a
wideband VLC system, the use of IRS array leads to
similar or even worse performance compared to the case
with LoS channel only.

• The achievable rate analysis of IRS-assisted VLC systems
with direct current-biased optical (DCO)-orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) is presented. In
particular, a closed-form expression for the achievable
rate with uniform power allocation and a single element
IRS model is derived.

• The communication performance in terms of SNR, bit
error ratio (BER) and achievable rate of IRS-assisted
VLC systems under the time delay effects are evaluated.
In addition, the performance statistics for random user po-
sition and orientations are evaluated. The finding implies
that the activation of the IRS array should be channel-
dependent or a gain control mechanism may be required.

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the importance of con-
sidering the IRS-induced time delay issue and to comprehend
the features of the IRS-assisted channel in an indoor VLC

Figure 1: Channel model for VLC with assistance of an IRS array.

system.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Sec-

tion II introduces the considered IRS-assisted VLC system
model. Section III presents a simplified single element IRS
model including its experimental validation and investigation
on the impacts of key metrics. Section IV presents the achiev-
able rate analysis of IRS-assisted VLC systems with DCO-
OFDM. Section V presents the communication performance
simulation results in practical indoor scenarios. A discussion
on the potential future research directions with IRS-induced
time delay is provided in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The considered VLC system is deployed in an indoor
environment and includes the light propagation via the LoS
path and the light propagations via the IRS elements.

A. Channel via the LoS path

The LoS path loss can be described by the following
expression based on a Lambertian radiation pattern as [11]:

Glos =
(m+ 1)AdGv

2πD2
los

cosm(φlos) cos(ψlos), (1)

where Ad is the detector area, Dlos is the euclidean distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, φlos is the LoS
channel light radiant angle from the light emitting diode
(LED), ψlos is the LoS channel light incident angle to the
PD, m is the Lambertian order which is related the LED half-
power semiangle φ1/2 by m = −1/ log2(cosφ1/2) and Gv is
defined as a visibility factor which equals zero if either φlos is
greater than 90◦or ψlos is greater than the field-of-view (FoV)
of the receiver ψfov. Otherwise, it equals one.

B. Channel via IRS array

Apart from the LoS channel, reflected channels can be
established by deploying an IRS array, as shown in Fig. 1.
In this study, an adaptive mirror array is considered due to
its simplicity, but the methodology and the characterisation
of time delay impact is applicable to other types of IRS,
such as metasurface-based IRS array, as well. The considered
IRS array has Nirs = Nx × Ny tunable mirror elements
with an inter-element separation of Da. We assume that each
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IRS element is composed of a high-conductivity material
featuring a smooth surface relative to visible light wavelengths.
This design ensures that each IRS element exhibits near-
perfect specular reflection with high reflectivity (approaching
unity) and maintains equal incident and reflection angles
for the incoming light. Additionally, each IRS element can
automatically adjust its orientation via two rotational degrees
of freedom to reflect the incident light from the LED to the
desired direction where the PD is located [7]. This function
makes the reflected channel to be independent of the incident
and reflection angles concerning an IRS element. The rotation
angles of the IRS elements are in the range of [−π/2, π/2],
which are sufficient to cover any user in the room. In addition,
the point source case introduced in [7] is used for simplicity,
which assumes a sufficiently small LED emission area relative
to the length of reflection propagation path. In practice, there
could be several practical issues surrounding the use of the
IRS array, such as the mechanical limitation to the range of
rotation angles and acquiring the channel state information
(CSI) for IRS direction control. In addition, the reflected light
path via one IRS element could be blocked by an adjacent IRS
element at large rotation angles. There is also a special case
with a large source and a small IRS reflector. Some of these
practical concerns were investigated in [7]. However, this work
focuses on the impacts of IRS-induced time delay and these
practical issues are out of the scope of this work. The path
loss via the ith IRS element with a point source assumption
can be calculated by [7]:

Gi =
ρ(m+ 1)AdGv

2π (Dtx,i +Di,rx)
2 cosm(φtx,i) cos(ψi,rx), (2)

where ρ is the mirror reflectivity, Dtx,i is the distance between
the LED and the ith IRS element, Di,rx is the distance between
the ith IRS element and the PD, φtx,i is the light radiant
angle from the LED to the ith IRS element and ψi,rx is the
light incident angle from the ith IRS element to the PD. In
this study, the light propagation time delay is considered. In
conjunction with the LoS channel, the VLC channel impulse
response (CIR) can be calculated as:

h(t) = 1losGlosδ(t− τlos) + 1irs

Nirs∑
i=1

Giδ(t− τi), (3)

where δ(u) is the Dirac delta function and the terms τlos =
Dlos/c and τi = (Dtx,i +Di,rx) /c are the signal propagation
delays via the LoS path and the ith IRS element, respectively.
Note that c is the speed of light. In addition, 1los is an indicator
function which equals unity if the LoS path exists and equals
zero otherwise. The indicator function 1irs is defined similarly,
which is determined by the existence of reflected paths via
the IRS array. The corresponding channel frequency response
(CFR) can be found as:

H(f) = 1losGlose
−2πjfτlos + 1irs

Nirs∑
i=1

Gie
−2πjfτi , (4)

which is a superposition of multiple complex exponential
components.

C. PAM-SCFDE transmission

The considered VLC system uses pulse amplitude mod-
ulation (PAM)-single carrier frequency domain equalisation
(SCFDE) to demonstrates the resultant communication perfor-
mance. PAM-SCFDE achieves a low peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) and can use the single-tap frequency domain
equalisation [19]. The unipolar SNR with zero-forcing (ZF)
equalisation can be calculated as [20]:

γ =
4P 2

opt(2M − 1)KTsR
2
pd

3(M − 1)N0

∑K−1
k=0

∣∣∣H ( k
KTs

)∣∣∣−2 , (5)

where Popt is the LED optical power, M is the PAM mod-
ulation order, K is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) size, Ts

is the symbol period, Rpd is the PD responsivity,
∣∣∣H ( k

KTs

)∣∣∣
can be evaluated by (4) with f = k

KTs
and N0 is the noise

power spectral density (PSD) which is defined as:

N0 =
4KbTa

RL
+ 2qRpdPopt,rx, (6)

where Kb is defined as the Boltzmann’s constant, Ta is the
absolute temperature, q is electric charge, RL is the receiver
load resistance and Popt,rx is the optical power detected by
the PD. Note that more advanced equalisation techniques can
be used to marginally improve the SNR, but the findings in
this paper still hold. Then, the following lower bound can be
used to evaluate the BER [21]:

Pb ≥
2(M − 1)

M log2M
Q

(√
3γ

2(2M2 − 3M + 1)

)
, (7)

where Q(u) is the standard Q-function.

III. SINGLE IRS ELEMENT MODEL ANALYSIS

To investigate the channel characteristics with the assistance
of the IRS array considering the time delay, we consider a
simplified case of the channel model introduced in Section II,
where there is only one IRS element. The simplified channel
model CFR can be written as:

H(f) = 1losGlose
−2πjfτlos + 1irsGirse

−2πjfτirs . (8)

The values of the channel gain |H(f)|2 at different frequencies
f over the signalling bandwidth is important, because they
determine the received SNR, as shown in (5). In the case with
the LoS path only or the IRS path only, either 1los or 1irs

equals zero so that only one term remains in (8). Therefore,
the channel gain is simply square of the corresponding path
loss G2

los or G2
irs, respectively. In the case that both paths exist,

the channel gain can be found as:

|H(f)|2 = H(f)H∗(f)

= G2
los +G2

irs + 2GlosGirs cos(2πf∆τ), (9)

where ∗ is the complex conjugate and ∆τ = τirs − τlos is
the relative delay between the LoS path and the IRS path.
In an IRS assisted VLC system, the improvement brought
by IRS compared to the case with LoS channel only is of
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for single IRS element model validation.

concern. Therefore, we normalise the channel gain (9) by the
LoS channel gain as:∣∣∣H̃(f)

∣∣∣2 =
|H(f)|2

G2
los

= 1 + G̃2 + 2G̃ cos(2πf∆τ), (10)

where G̃ = Girs/Glos is the IRS to LoS channel path loss
ratio. It can be observed that (10) is a simple periodic function
of G̃ and ∆τ in frequency domain, where G̃ determines the
fluctuation and bias of the function and ∆τ determines the
period of the function. According to (10), |H̃(f)|2 could
be less than unity at some frequency, which means that the
deployment of IRS is not always beneficial. The normalised
channel gain is a convenient parameter for determining the
improvement achieved by using IRS array as the performance
of the LoS only scenario corresponds to the normalised
channel gain at 0 dB. By solving the inequality |H(f)|2

G2
los

=

1 + G̃2 + 2G̃ cos(2πf∆τ) ≥ 1, it can be concluded that the
IRS array improves the channel at frequencies in the range of
− 1

2π∆τ arccos(− G̃2 )+ l
∆τ ≤ f ≤

1
2π∆τ arccos(− G̃2 )+ l

∆τ for
any integer l and G̃ ≤ 2. Otherwise, the IRS array degrades
the channel at other frequencies.

A. Experimental validation

To test whether the variance of channel gain against fre-
quency is consistent with the single IRS element model de-
scribed by (10), a proof-of-concept experiment was conducted.
In particular, the impacts of relative delay ∆τ and path loss
ratio G̃ were validated. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 2, which is designed to mimic the scenario with
two propagation paths with different delays. A pair of LED
transmitter and positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) PD receiver
together with aspherical lenses are deployed to form a short
range LoS propagation path. Two 50:50 beam splitters are
deployed along the LoS path. The first beam splitter allows
approximately 50% of the light travel along the LoS path and
the remaining light is reflected to the right hand side of the
LoS path. At a distance of L away from the first beam splitter,
we deploy two 45◦mirrors which form a retro reflector and

change the light propagation direction by 180◦. The returning
light can be collected by the second beam splitter. It combines
the reflected light with the LoS light. Eventually, the combined
light is detected by the PIN receiver. The reflected path is 2L
longer than the LoS path, which leads to a relative propagation
delay of ∆τ = 2L/c. Therefore, the relative propagation delay
can be adjusted by changing the distance L. The lens at the
receiver end is used to concentrate the incident light at the
focal point of the lens. By placing the detector of the PIN
PD receiver at the focal point, the received optical power via
both the LoS and reflected paths is expected to be maximised.
However, the implemented optical setup is not perfect, and the
spatial points where the light concentrates via the LoS and
reflected paths are not exactly collocated. Consequently, it is
not possible to find an alignment to maximise the received
optical power from both paths. Alternatively, the detector
alignment is adjusted so that a reasonable amount of optical
power from both paths is received. Interestingly, we can utilize
this feature to manually control the proportion of power from
the two propagation paths by slightly adjusting the alignment.
Thus, the path loss ratio G̃ can be manipulated. Note that by
using this power control mechanism, it is possible to achieve
a wide range of path loss ratio. For example, the power from
reflected path can be greater than that from the LoS path.

In this experiment, we measured the channel gain values
in three different configurations of reflected path distances
(L = 30, 55, 80 cm) and detector alignments. The estima-
tion of the relative delays is straightforward by ∆τmea =
2L/c = 2, 3.67, 5.33 ns. In order to obtain the path loss
ratio estimations and the measured normalised channel gains,
three channel gain measurements with LoS path only, with a
reflected path only and with both paths must be conducted
in each configuration. The channel gain measurement results
in the three configurations are shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b) and
(c), respectively. All these results exhibit a low-pass charac-
teristic due to the limited bandwidths of optical front-ends.
In addition, the results of systems with both LoS and IRS
paths show greater fluctuations with frequency, which are due
to the channel characteristics of the free-space single IRS
element model described by (8), (9) and (10). To understand
the approach to estimate path loss ratio and the measured
normalised channel gains, the measured channel gains with
LoS path only, with a reflected path only and with both paths
can be described by:∣∣H los

mea(f)
∣∣2 = |Hfe(f)|2G2

los, (11)∣∣H irs
mea(f)

∣∣2 = |Hfe(f)|2G2
irs, (12)∣∣H los+irs

mea (f)
∣∣2 = |Hfe(f)|2|H(f)|2, (13)

respectively, where Hfe(f) represents the frequency response
of the front-end channel. With (11) and (12), it is intuitive to
estimate the path loss ratio by:√

|H irs
mea(f)|2

|H los
mea(f)|2

=

√
|Hfe(f)|2G2

los

|Hfe(f)|2G2
irs

=
Glos

Girs
= G̃mea. (14)

Note that in this operation, the effects of font-end low path are
cancelled out. The path loss ratio estimation results in the three
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Figure 3: (a) Measured channel gains for L = 30 cm. (b) Measured channel gains for L = 55 cm. (c) Measured channel gains for L = 80 cm. (d) Normalised
channel gain based on measurement and analytical model.
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Figure 4: (a) Normalised channel gain against frequency with G̃ =
0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and ∆τ = 4.5 ns. (b) Normalised channel gain against
frequency with ∆τ = 4.5, 2.5, 1, 0.5 ns and G̃ = 1.5.

configurations are G̃mea = 1.244, 0.799, 0.5, respectively.
Next, the analytical results of normalised channel gain can
be obtained by inserting the estimated parameters ∆τmea and
G̃mea into (10). Similar to the path loss ratio estimation,
the measured normalised channel gain can be obtained by
calculating the ratio of (13) to (11) as:∣∣H los+irs

mea (f)
∣∣2

|H los
mea(f)|2

=
|Hfe(f)|2|H(f)|2

|Hfe(f)|2G2
los

=
∣∣∣H̃mea(f)

∣∣∣2 . (15)

The analytical and measured normalised channel gain results
in the three configurations are plotted in Fig. 3 (d). The
close match between the analytical and measured results in
all configurations validates the single IRS element model
described by (8), (9) and (10). Despite the existence of low
pass characteristics due to front-ends in practice, we intend
to focus on investigating the characteristics caused by IRS-
induced time delay in this work. Therefore, the low pass effects
due to front-ends are not considered in the following sections.

B. Impacts of path loss ratio and relative time delay

By inspecting (10), it is apparent that the path loss ratio
G̃ and the relative delay ∆τ are key quantities, which deter-

mines the characteristics of the IRS-assisted VLC channel and
the corresponding communication performance. The impact
of varying G̃ and ∆τ are investigated in this subsection.
Expression (10) shows that the maximum and minimum value
of the normalised channel gain is related to G̃ by (1 + G̃)2

and (1 − G̃)2, respectively. Fig. 4 (a) shows the normalised
channel gain results against frequency with different G̃. With
an increase of G̃ from 0.5 to 2, the maximum value of the
normalised channel gain increases consistently from 3.52 dB
to 9.54 dB. The minimum value of the normalised channel
gain reaches zero when G̃ = 1, which is similar to the deep
fading in wideband RF wireless communications. The cases
with G̃ = 0.5 and 1.5 lead to an identical minimum normalised
channel gain of −6.02 dB. When G̃ = 2, a minimum value of
the normalised channel gain increases to 0 dB, which implies
that the IRS array improves the channel gain at all frequencies
if G̃ > 2. The period of the normalised channel gain in
frequency domain is related to ∆τ by 1/∆τ . The normalised
channel gain reaches the minima at f = l

∆τ + 1
2∆τ and reaches

the maximum at f = l
∆τ for any integer l, respectively.

Fig. 4 (b) shows the normalised channel gain results against
frequency with different ∆τ . It can be observed that when
∆τ = 4.5 ns, the normalised channel gain reaches the first
minimum value at f = 111 MHz. When ∆τ drops to 2.5 ns,
the first minimum value of the normalised channel gain shift
to f = 200 MHz. A communication system with a symbol
period of Ts only uses a limited bandwidth of 1/2Ts and
only channel gains within the modulation bandwidth matter
to the performance. If the frequency of the first minimum
normalised channel gain is within the modulation bandwidth
(1/2∆τ < 1/2Ts), the communication performance will
be degraded. In time domain, this condition corresponds to
∆τ/Ts > 1. Therefore, the ratio of relative delay to the symbol
period ∆τ/Ts is a more crucial quantity than the exact value
of ∆τ and we define ∆τ/Ts as a normalised delay.

Next, we evaluate the impact of G̃ and ∆τ/Ts on the IRS-
assisted VLC system performance with PAM-SCFDE by using
(5) and (7). The simulated VLC system considers a 2.5 m
LoS path channel with a perfect alignment. The remaining
parameters are listed in Table I. This configuration leads to
a LoS channel path loss of Glos = 6.29 × 10−6 with (1).
Then, the channel gain in (5) can be obtained via (10) by

|H(f)|2 = G2
los

∣∣∣H̃(f)
∣∣∣2 with f = k

KTs
so that the impacts of
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Figure 5: PAM-SCFDE received SNR against path loss ratio and normalised
delay.

Table I

Parameters Symbol Values
LED optical power [W] Popt 2.5

LED half-power semiangle φ1/2 60◦

PD responsivity [A/W] Rpd 0.6
PD detection area [cm2] Ad 1

PD FoV ψfov 90◦

Symbol period [ns] Ts 1
FFT size K 512

PAM modulation order M 16
Absolute temperature [K] Ta 300

Receiver load resistance [Ω] RL 50
IRS reflectivity ρ 1

CP length Lcp 50
Modulation scaling factor κ 3.2

Gap value Γ 1
IRS array size (Section V) Nx ×Ny 5× 3

G̃ and ∆τ can be incorporated. The received SNR numerical
results are shown in Fig. 5. The BER numerical results against
channel path loss ratio and those against relative delay are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. Note that both G̃
and ∆τ/Ts are ratios and dimensionless. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
show the BER results generated by link level simulations with
red makers, which matches the analytical results (7) well. In
addition, (7) is a BER lower bound, which only considers
the errors between adjacent symbols and underestimates the
value in the high BER region, ie., BER greater than 1×10−1.
It can be observed that when G̃ = 1, the achievable SNR
is extremely low and the corresponding BER is greater than
1×10−1. Note that this performance degradation is not due to
the missing of channel equalisation module. In the considered
PAM-SCFDE system, a ZF equalisation is used. However,
there are channel gain nulls at some frequencies due to the
destructive combination of signals via the LoS and the IRS
paths, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The resultant SNR of PAM
is determined by channel gains across the entire modulation
bandwidth. Therefore, the equalisation is unable to effectively
mitigate the severe channel distortion and leads to a low
SNR. The exception cases are those with narrowband systems
(∆τ/Ts < 1), where the lowest frequency that leads to zero
normal channel gain exceeds the modulation bandwidth.

In Fig. 5, it can be observed that the SNR is high when G̃
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Figure 6: BER against path loss ratio.
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Figure 7: BER against relative delay spread.

is greater than 2. This is because the light via IRS improves
significantly and starts to dominate the channel. The SNR is
also greater when ∆τ/Ts is less than one. This is because
most of the signal power via the LoS path and IRS paths
fall in the same symbol slot, which leads to a narrowband
system with minor inter-symbol interference (ISI) issue. Fig. 6
shows that the BER decreases with an increase of G̃ when
∆τ/Ts < 1. In the case with ∆τ/Ts > 1, the BER first
increases with G̃ and reaches the peak at G̃ = 1. Then, the
BER start to decrease with G̃. Considering the impact of the
normalised delay, when ∆τ/Ts is much less than unity, the
combinations of the IRS and the LoS channels are mostly
constructive and lead to an improved performance. Fig. 7
shows that a lower BER can be achieved compared to the case
with G̃ = 0 when ∆τ/Ts is close to zero. When ∆τ/Ts getting
closer to unity, the system starts to be in wideband and its
modulation bandwidth starts to cover the frequency of the first
minimum normalised channel gain. Consequently, the SNR
drops quickly and the BER increases severely, as shown in
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. When ∆τ/Ts increases further, the BER start
to fluctuate around a certain level as there are both constructive
and destructive combinations. In summary, the IRS array
consistently improves the communication performance of a
narrowband VLC systems with ∆τ/Ts < 1. However, in the
cases of wideband VLC systems with ∆τ/Ts ≥ 1, the commu-
nication performance is likely to degrade when LoS and IRS
components are comparable (G̃ ≈ 1). This degradation occurs
because the IRS-induced delay leads to frequency selectivity
and severe destructive combinations at certain frequencies.
When the channel is dominated by IRS components (G̃ ≥ 2),
IRS array provides a consistent communication performance
improvement to VLC systems.

IV. ACHIEVABLE RATE ANALYSIS OF IRS-ASSISTED VLC

Section III demonstrated the performance degradation due to
the IRS-induced time delay with a PAM-SCFDE modulation,
where SNR is determined by the channel response over the
entire modulation bandwidth. A straightforward solution to
alleviate this degradation is to use multi-carrier modulation
(MCM) schemes, such as OFDM. Thus, the frequency selec-
tive channel can be divided into a number of flat sub-channels.
The modulation order on different sub-channel can be adjusted
adaptively so that excessive BER can be avoided. Therefore,
an achievable rate analysis of IRS-assisted VLC systems
with DCO-OFDM is presented in this section to evaluate the
impacts of IRS-induced time delay on the communication
performance. The achievable rate of a DCO-OFDM system
with a frequency-selective channel can be calculated as [22],
[23]:

R =

∫ 1
2Ts

0

log2

(
1 +

2TsE(f)P 2
opt|H(f)|2R2

pd

Γκ2N0

)
df, (16)

where κ is the modulation scaling factor for DCO-OFDM and
E(f) is a power allocation factor and Γ is a gap value to
compensate for the imperfection of practical modulation and
coding.

A. Power allocation schemes

The configuration of the power allocation factor must fulfil
a total transmission power constraint:

2Ts

∫ 1
2Ts

0

E(f)df = 1. (17)

Two power control policies are considered in this paper. The
first one uses a uniform power allocation, which distributes
the transmission power evenly E(f) = 1 in the frequency
range of 1/2Ts. This power allocation strategy has low com-
putation complexity. The second power control strategy uses
a waterfilling optimisation approach, which can maximise the
achievable rate under the total transmission power constraint
(17). The corresponding optimal power allocation factor can
be found as [22]:

E (f) =

(
1

λ
− Γκ2N0

2TsP 2
opt |H (f)|2R2

pd

)+

, (18)

where 1
λ is the ‘water level’ constant, which can be obtained

by a bisection search method. The operator (·)+ is defined as:

u+ =

{
u if u > 0

0 if u ≤ 0
. (19)

As shown in (18), the value of power allocation factor de-
pends on the channel gain |H (f)|2, which requires channel
information and higher computational complexity.

By inserting (4) into (16) with 1los = 1irs = 1, the
achievable rate with an IRS array can be calculated by:

R =

∫ 1
2Ts

0

log2

(
1 +

2TsE(f)P 2
optR

2
pd

Γκ2N0

×

∣∣∣∣∣Glose
−2πjfτlos +

Nirs∑
i=1

Gie
−2πjfτi

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 df. (20)

B. Closed-form solution with a single IRS element model and
uniform power allocation

In the case of uniform power allocation E(f) = 1, the
channel gain only exists in the numerator inside the log term.
In the case of single IRS element, the achievable rate (20) can
be simplified as:

R =

∫ 1
2Ts

0

log2

(
1 +

2TsP
2
optR

2
pd

Γκ2N0

∣∣Glose
−2πjfτlos

+ Girse
−2πjfτirs

∣∣2) df =

∫ 1
2Ts

0

log2 (1 + Λ

×
(
G2

los +G2
irs + 2GlosGirs cos 2πf∆τ

))
df, (21)

where Λ =
2TsP

2
optR

2
pd

Γκ2N0
is a constant factor irrelevant to fre-

quency f . With further rearrangement and derivation, a closed-
form solution to (21) can be concluded as (22). Note that
the derivation of the integral

∫ B
0

log2 (1 +A cos(2πf∆τ)) df

with A = 2GlosGirs

Λ−1+(G2
los+G

2
irs)

and B = 1
2Ts

in step (a) of (22) is
presented in the Appendix A. In addition, the series in (22) is
convergent, which is proved in Appendix B. Therefore, (22)
can be evaluated by calculating the first lmax terms.

In Fig. 8, the result of (22) is plotted against the path loss
ratio and normalised delay, which is similar to Fig. 5 except
for the change of metric from PAM SNR to DCO-OFDM
achievable rate. The system parameter configurations are iden-
tical to those listed in Table I. In general, the achievable rate
performance exhibits a similar trend to that in terms of PAM
SNR. When the normalised delay is smaller than one, the
system is behaving as a narrowband communication system.
Consequently, increasing the path loss ratio will consistently
improve the system achievable rate. With a path loss ratio
of zero, the achievable rate is 2.86 Gbps. By increasing
the path loss ratio to two, the achievable rate can reach a
level above 4 Gbps. In the case of wideband communication
system with a normalised delay greater than one, very limited
improvement in achievable rate (< 3 Gbps) is observed if
the path loss ratio is less than one. With some normalised
delay values (e.g. 1-2 and 3-4), the achievable rates are slightly
less than those without IRS (2.6-2.7 Gbps). Nevertheless, the
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R =
1

2Ts
log2

(
1 + Λ

(
G2

los +G2
irs

))
+

∫ 1
2Ts

0

log2

(
1 +

2GlosGirs cos(2πf∆τ)

Λ−1 + (G2
los +G2

irs)

)
df

(a)
=

1

2Ts
log2

(
1 + Λ

(
G2

los +G2
irs

))
+

1

2π∆τ ln 2

∞∑
l1=1

(−1)2l1

(2l1 − 1)22(l1−1)

(
2GlosGirs

Λ−1 + (G2
los +G2

irs)

)2l1−1

×

l1−1∑
l2=0

(
2l1 − 1

l2

) sin
(

2π∆τ
2Ts

(2l1 − 2l2 − 1)
)

2l1 − 2l2 − 1

+
(−1)2l1+1

2l122l1

(
2GlosGirs

Λ−1 + (G2
los +G2

irs)

)2l1

×

π∆τ

Ts

(
2l1
l1

)
+ 2

l1−1∑
l2=0

(
2l1
l2

) sin
(

2π∆τ
2Ts

(2l1 − 2l2)
)

2l1 − 2l2

 (22)

Figure 8: DCO-OFDM achievable rate against path loss ratio and normalised
delay.

achievable rate performance in this regime is much better than
the SNR performance with PAM-SCFDE. This is because the
performance of single-carrier modulation, like PAM, depends
on the channel quality across the whole modulation bandwidth.
When the path loss ratio is much greater than one (IRS
reflected signal is stronger than that via the LoS path), the
achievable rate increases consistently.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS IN A PRACTICAL SCENARIO

In practice, the values of G̃ and ∆τ are subject to the
user position and orientation. Therefore, it is important to
evaluate the impact of IRS time delay on the performance
of a VLC system with a practical setup. In the following sim-
ulations, the considered indoor environment has a dimension
of 5 m× 5 m× 3 m, as shown in Fig. 9. An LED transmitter
is deployed in the centre of the room at the ceiling level
(2.5, 2.5, 3) with an orientation towards the floor (0, 0,−1).
The PD receivers are positioned at the desktop level with
a straight upward orientation (0, 0, 1). The remaining system
parameters are the same as those listed in Table I if they are
not specified.

0

0

Figure 9: Geometry of the considered indoor environment.

A. Effects of multi-element IRS array and inter-element sepa-
ration

In reality, a single IRS element is unlikely to provide a
high gain, such as G̃ > 1. Therefore, an IRS array with
multiple reflecting elements are necessary to improve the gain.
However, each IRS element has a slightly different position
relative to other IRS elements, and the propagation delays
of reflection paths via different elements vary. This may lead
to a different channel behaviour compared to the single IRS
element model. Therefore, we evaluate the normalised channel
gains with various separation between adjacent IRS elements
Da (see Fig. 1) so that the effects of these multiple delays can
be quantified. We assume that a 5× 3 IRS array is deployed
on the centre of a wall (0, 2.5, 1.5) with an orientation of
(1, 0, 0) and a user is located at (1, 2.5, 0.75). The normalised
channel gains against frequency with different values of Da are
shown in Fig. 10. When Da = 0 cm, the normalised channel
gains are the highest. However, this is not practical as all IRS
elements are collocated, but the performance of this setup is
identical to the case with a single IRS element, which can
be used as a reference. When Da = 10 cm, the normalised
channel gains are slightly lower and the channel function
period is also slightly shorter. This is because the average
propagation distance via each element is slightly longer, so that
the path loss via IRS becomes more severe and the propagation
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Figure 10: Normalised channel gains against frequency with different separa-
tion between adjacent IRS elements Da.

delay is longer. Nevertheless, the single element model can
still accurately characterise the channel with Da = 10 cm.
When Da increases further to 30 cm and 50 cm, the channel
degradation and the shortening of the channel function period
becomes more severe. In addition, the channel start to exhibit
a low pass characteristic, which is due to the fact that the CIR
(caused by the multiple IRS elements) spanned in a wider time
range (increased delay spread of the reflected components).
The issue of statistical independence between multiple closely
deployed IRS elements in RF wireless systems is negligible
in IM/DD-based VLC system, where the effects of small-scale
fading can be omitted [11]. Furthermore, the considered IRS
separations in the order of centimetres are significantly greater
than the wavelength in the visible light range. These results
demonstrate that the proposed single-element model can cap-
ture the characteristics of the IRS-assisted VLC channel when
Da is small. In addition, it can be observed that a VLC system
with a clustered IRS array (small Da) outperforms that with
a distributed IRS array (large Da).

B. BER performance of different users

Based on the results in Section V-A, the scenario with
Da = 10 cm is used in the following results as it leads to the
desired performance and is also practical for implementation.
Next, we evaluate the communication performance of four
users at different positions or with different settings. The
positions of the four users are illustrated in Fig. 9. The BER
results are shown in Fig. 11. The close match between the link
level simulation results (red markers) and the analytical results
(curves) validates the evaluation. To validate the findings
presented in Section III-B, we also evaluate the path loss ratio
G̃ and the normalised delay ∆τ/Ts. However, due to the use
of multi-element IRS array, there are multiple IRS path losses
Gi and IRS delays τi corresponds to the ith IRS element.
Therefore, we decide to modify the path loss ratio and relative
delay as G̃ =

∑Nirs

i=1 Gi/Glos and ∆τ =
∑Nirs

i=1 (τi−τlos)/Nirs,
respectively. The results of G̃ and ∆τ/Ts are listed in Table II.

As shown in Fig. 9, the first user is in the centre of the
room underneath the LED (2.5, 2.5, 0.75), which leads to a
relatively strong LoS path and weak IRS paths. Consequently,
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Figure 11: Results of BER against optical power of different users. User 1
is located at (2.5, 2.5, 0.75), user 2 is located at (1.7, 2.5, 0.75), user 3 is
located at (1, 2.5, 0.75) and user 4 is collocated with user 2 but the symbol
period is changed to ∆τ/Ts = 20 ns.

Table II: Results of path loss ratio and normalised delay

user 1 user 2 user 3 user 4 user 5
G̃ 0.36 0.86 2.76 0.86 0.766

∆τ/Ts 10.95 7.99 4.92 0.4 1.33

the resultant G̃ is only 0.36, as shown in Table II. In addition,
the reflected paths are much longer than the LoS path. This
leads to a normalised delay of 10.95 which is much higher than
one. Fig. 11 shows that the BER with assistance of IRS array
is slightly higher than the case with the LoS channel only. The
required optical power to reach a BER of 1×10−3 with an IRS
array is 7% higher than the case with LoS path only. These
observations are consistent with the analysis in Section III-B.
User 2 is located at (1.7, 2.5, 0.75), which is closer to the
IRS array compared to user 1. The resultant path loss ratio is
0.86, which is very close to unity and leads to severe multipath
destructive combinations. Fig. 11 shows that the BER achieved
by IRS assisted system is severely degraded compared to the
case with the LoS channel only. The required optical power
to reach a BER of 1× 10−3 with an IRS array is over 100%
more than the case with LoS path only. The results of user 1
and user 2 demonstrate that the IRS-induced time delay could
lead to worse communication performance by using an IRS
array in practice, and the IRS array should be deactivated for
these users. User 3 is next to the IRS array (1, 2.5, 0.75),
which leads to a strong IRS channel. The resultant G̃ and
∆τ/Ts are 2.76 and 4.92, respectively. Fig. 11 shows that
the BER achieved by the IRS assisted system is significantly
lower than that of the case with LoS channel only. The required
optical power to reach a BER of 1× 10−3 with an IRS array
is reduced by 61.1% of that required in the case with LoS
path only. This result demonstrates the promising benefits of
deploying IRS arrays for users close to room edges in a VLC
system. User 4 is collocated with user 2 except that the symbol
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period increased to 20 ns. Due to the narrower bandwidth, the
receiver noise variance is decreased with the same noise PSD.
Consequently, the BER results are much lower than those of
user 1 to 3. Despite that the resultant G̃ of 0.86 is close to
one, but the VLC system uses a much smaller modulation
bandwidth. Consequently, the value of ∆τ/Ts is only 0.4. As
expected, the IRS array can still improve the BER performance
in this case, as shown in Fig. 11. The required optical power
to reach a BER of 1 × 10−3 with an IRS array is reduced
by 42.4% compared to the case with LoS path only. The
result of user 4 shows that the VLC systems using a narrower
modulation bandwidth are less affected by the negative effects
of IRS-induced time delay.

C. Achievable rate performance of different users

In Fig. 12, the achievable rate performance of user 1,
3 and 5 against optical power are demonstrated. In each
subplot, four curves are plotted. The black solid curve is
generated via analytical expression (22). Note that since the
analytical expression considers a single IRS element, the
variables Girs and ∆τ are filled with Girs =

∑Nirs

i=1 Gi and
∆τ =

∑Nirs

i=1 (τi − τlos)/Nirs, respectively. The red curves
with circular and asterisk markers are numerical evaluations
of achievable rates (20) with uniform and waterfilling power
allocations, respectively. The blue curves with triangle markers
shows the achievable rate of the VLC systems without IRS,
which can be evaluated by (16) with H(f) = Glos. Note that
the analytical results of (22) match closely with the numerical
evaluations of (20) with the uniform power allocation for
all users. This agreement not only validates the accuracy
of the analytical expression, but also demonstrate that the
proposed single-element IRS model can accurately reflect the
performance of multi-element IRS-assisted VLC systems as
long as the inter-element separation Da is small.

In the case of user 1, the relative delay is over 10, as
shown in Table II, which indicates a wideband VLC system.
In addition, the path loss ratio is only 0.36. The achievable
rates of the VLC systems with and without IRS array are
almost the same, as shown in Fig. 12 (a), which agrees with the
observation in Fig. 8. In the case of user 3, the user position
is closer to the IRS array, as shown in Fig. 9, which leads
to a greater path loss ratio of 2.76, as shown in Table II.
Therefore, the achievable rate improvement by using IRS array
is significant, as shown in Fig. 12 (b). At the same optical
power level, the IRS array increases the achievable rate by
about 1 Gbps. In the case of user 5, the user is next to the
IRS array, but the detector has a 78◦ tilting angle, as shown
in Fig. 9, which leads to a significant misalignment with both
the LED transmitter and the IRS array. Consequently, the
receiver optical power level is much lower than the other users.
Therefore, the achievable rates are also the lowest. In addition,
the path loss ratio and the relative delay for user 5 are 0.766
and 1.33, respectively, as shown in Table II. This falls in the
regime where the IRS may lead to a slight achievable rate
drop according to the observation in Fig. 8. As expected, the
achievable rates of the VLC system without IRS array are
slightly higher than those with the IRS array when the optical

power is greater than 2 W, as shown in Fig. 12 (c). It is worth
noting that the systems with uniform power allocation and
waterfilling power allocation achieve almost the same data rate
in most cases. The waterfilling power allocation outperforms
the uniform power allocation obviously only for user 5 with
low received optical power. This observation align with the
conclusion in [22] that waterfilling is mostly useful when the
communication system is power limited.

D. Random user performance

It is observed in Fig. 11 that the IRS array improves the
performance of some users while degrading the performance
of the others. Therefore, it is meaningful to investigate the
statistical performance of a random user. Now, we consider
the same indoor environment and system configuration shown
in Fig. 9 and Table I with Da = 10 cm except for the user
position. Here, we consider users positioned on a square grid
so that the performance of users at various locations can be
evaluated and compared. The spatial distribution of the path
loss ratio and relative delay are plotted in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14,
respectively. The IRS array is located at (0, 2.5, 1.5), which
corresponds to the bottom of the Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. It can be
observed that those users close to the IRS array can achieve
path loss ratio of between 5 to 15, while the users on the other
end of the room achieve a path loss ratio close to zero. Fig. 14
shows that the relative delay is shorter for those users closer
to the IRS array. However, most of the users achieve a relative
delay greater than one with a symbol period of Ts = 1 ns. The
resultant SNRs with and without the assistance of IRS array
are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively. In cases without
assistance of the IRS array, only users in the room centre can
achieve a SNRs above 25 dB and the maximum SNR is below
30 dB. In cases with assistance of the IRS array, the SNRs
of the users close to the IRS array are significantly improved
up to 37 dB. However, the SNRs of some users in the region
where x is between 1.5 and 2.5 are severely degraded to be
less than 15 dB. This is because, the path loss ratio achieved
by these users are close to one, as shown in Fig. 13.

Next, users with random positions and two orientation
scenarios are considered. The first orientation scenario defines
a straight upward user orientation, which is similar to those
shown in Fig. 9. The second orientation scenario defines a
random user orientation based on the work conducted in [24],
where the orientation of each user is defined by a pan angle
and a tilt angle. The pan angle follows a uniform distribution
while the tilt angle follows a Laplace distribution with a mean
of 41.39◦and a standard deviation of 7.68◦for seating users
[24]. In addition, the cases with three IRS array positions
are evaluated. The first IRS array position is at the centre
of the wall (0, 2.5, 1.5). The second position is moved to the
left of the wall centre at (0, 1.25, 1.5). The last position is
moved up by 0.5 m compared to the wall centre position at
(0, 2.5, 2). The empirical CDF results of path loss ratio and
relative delay are presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, respectively.
The empirical CDF is generated by collecting data from a
large number of users with random positions/orientations. The
collected data is sorted in ascending order, and the empirical
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Figure 12: DCO-OFDM achievable rate against optical power. (a) user 1 (b) user 3 (c) user 5
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Figure 13: Path loss ratio of users at various positions.
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Figure 15: SNR of users at various positions with the LoS path only.

CDF is obtained by calculating the proportion of data points
that are less than or equal to a specific threshold of interest.
Regarding the statistics of path loss ratio, 70% to 85% of the
users achieve path loss ratios of less than 2. About 21.8%
to 48.8% of the users achieve path loss ratios of between
0.5 to 1.5. For users with random orientation, about 30%
users receive zero reflected signals, because the IRS array is
out of the receiver coverage with some random orientations.
However, there is also a high probability that a user receiver
with a random orientation is directed towards the IRS array,
which leads to superior path loss ratio statistics in the range
above one. Regarding the statistics of relative delay, all users
achieve a relative delay above one and the highest relative
delay could reach 15 to 17. Note that this result is subject to
the communication symbol period Ts and the relative delay
statistics for upward and random orientation scenarios are
identical, because the time delay is irrelevant to receiver
orientation.

The SNR statistics of users with upward and random
orientation scenarios are shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20,
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Figure 16: SNR of users at various positions with both LoS and the reflected
paths by the IRS array.
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respectively. In cases of upward orientation scenario, the IRS
array improves the SNR statistics in the high SNR region
(γ > 20 dB) compared to the case with the LoS path only, as
shown in Fig. 19. This is because of the additional received
optical power via reflection paths. However, the IRS array
degrades the SNR statistics in the low SNR region (γ < 15 dB)
due to the severe destructive combination with path loss ratio
close to one. In cases with random orientation scenario, the
communication performance of users based on the LoS path
gets worse compared to cases with upward orientation scenario
due to the higher probability of misalignment. Consequently,
the use of IRS array could slightly compensate for this
misalignment issue. Therefore, the IRS array improves the
SNR statistics with all IRS array positions compared to the
cases with the LoS path only. Note that about 10% of users
achieved SNRs lower than 0 dB due to the undesired receiver
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Figure 19: SNR CDF of users with random positions and the upward
orientation.

orientation. Comparing the user performance with different
IRS positions, the system with the IRS array located at
(0, 2.5, 1.5) achieves the best SNR statistics among the three
considered IRS positions. A simple approach to avoid the SNR
penalty is to adaptively active the IRS array, which turning on
the IRS array only when it improves the SNR and disable the
IRS otherwise. The results with the ‘adaptive’ approach for the
IRS array located at (0, 2.5, 1.5) are also included in Fig. 19
and Fig. 20, which shows superior performance compared to
the results of other scenarios. Another approach to further
enhance the user performance is to deploy multiple IRS arrays
on each wall. In conjunction with the adaptive approach, the
system could decide which IRS array to activate so that the
achievable SNR can be maximised. The corresponding results
are also shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. It can be observed
that the systems with multiple IRS arrays outperform systems
with only one IRS array by approximately 5 to 10 dB in
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Figure 20: SNR CDF of users with random positions and random orientation.

terms of median SNR for both user orientation scenarios.
For the random user orientation case, about 10% of users in
systems with one IRS array experience SNRs below 0 dB. In
the system with multiple IRS array, this number is reduced
to about 1%. These results demonstrate that by deploying
more IRS arrays and activate only the best array to assist
the VLC system can dramatically improve the communication
performance and mitigate the negative effects caused by IRS-
induced time delay.

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS CONSIDERING
IRS-INDUCED TIME DELAY EFFECTS

The presented results in Section V show that there is a very
high probability that activating the IRS array may degrade the
VLC performance. In this undesired situation, deactivating the
IRS array or switching some of the IRS elements off would
lead to a more desired performance rather than activating the
entire IRS array. Therefore, the consideration of the frequency
domain channel characteristics of IRS-assisted VLC systems
with time delay opens the door for many research directions to
alleviate this negative effect caused by IRS-induced time delay
or to utilize these special features to achieve specific targets,
such as optimization of resource allocation and enhancement
of physical layer security in VLC systems. In the following,
we try to shed the light on some related research directions.

A. Channel Modelling with IRS-induced Time Delay and
Mitigation of Its Effects

Most of the published research papers in the area neglect
this IRS-induced time delay effect and assume that the LoS
and reflected paths are constructively added at the receiver,
which leads to enhancement in the perceived channel gain
and, consequently, higher SNR and higher data rates. However,
the results shown in this paper make it evident that such
an assumption is too simplistic and does not reflect real-life
scenarios. We believe that the future channel modeling of
IRS-assisted VLC systems could take the IRS-induced time-
delay into account. In addition, a potential solution to mitigate

the effects of IRS-induced time delay can be explored. For
example, the number of active IRS elements can be adjusted
so that the path loss ratio could be controlled to avoid severe
destructive combinations. Furthermore, OFDM could be used
so that subcarriers with lower SNR could be unloaded and
performance penalty can be avoided.

B. Optimization of Resource Allocation with IRS-induced
Time Delay

Considering an IRS-assisted VLC system with a multi-user
scenario, different users may have various channel frequency
responses, which may introduce multi-user diversity. Trans-
mission resources, such as time, frequency or IRS element,
are allocated among users. Advanced optimisation tools could
be used to find the best resource allocation solution so that
the target performance metrics, such as aggregated data rate,
can be maximized.

C. Physical Layer Security with IRS-induced Time Delay

The destructive effect of IRS-induced ISI can be utilised to
enhance the physical layer security (PLS) in IRS-assisted VLC
systems. More specifically, artificial jamming can be employed
by activating the IRS elements that result in the lowest SNR
at the eavesdropper, making it difficult for it to retrieve the
confidential signal. Based on that, the secrecy capacity can be
dramatically enhanced.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of IRS-
induced time delay on the performance of an IRS-assisted
VLC system. A proof-of-concept experiment has been con-
ducted to demonstrate the considered issue. The research
findings show that the use of IRSs can improve the received
signal power dramatically in many cases, thereby enhancing
the system SNR or achievable rate. However, care must be
taken when deploying IRSs, as the delay between the LoS
and the IRS components with similar strength may lead to
channel frequency selectivity and severe destructive combi-
nations at certain frequencies in wideband systems, which
has been omitted in most of the existing studies. Such issues
could be mitigated by employing multi-carrier modulation
schemes, such as OFDM. Alternatively, the IRS array could be
switched on and off adaptively to avoid undesired scenarios.
Furthermore, it is found that a closely spaced cluster of IRS
elements is more effective than a group of distributed IRS
elements. Despite the negative effects of the IRS-induced time
delay, the unique channel feature could also be utilised to
improve VLC system performance, such as enhancing physical
layer security.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of integration solution

In this appendix, the integral solution in step (a) of the
achievable rate derivation (22) is presented. Firstly, the fol-
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lowing transformation to the integral can be conducted:∫ B

0

log2 (1 +A cos(2πf∆τ)) df

(a)
=

1

2π∆τ ln 2

∫ 2π∆τB

0

ln (1 +A cos(x)) dx

(b)
=

∞∑
l=1

(−1)l+1Al

2πl∆τ ln 2

∫ 2π∆τB

0

cosl xdx, (A.1)

where A and B are two real and positive numbers. In step (a),
the integration variable is changed from f to x. In step (b),
the Mercator series is used: ln(1 + u) =

∑∞
l=1

(−1)l+1ul

l . The
integral of power of a cosine function can be solved by [25]:∫

cos2l xdx

=
1

22l

(
2l

l

)
x+

1

22l−1

l−1∑
i=0

(
2l

i

)
sin(2l − 2i)x

2l − 2i
, (A.2)

∫
cos2l−1 xdx =

1

22l−2

l∑
i=0

(
2l − 1

i

)
sin(2l − 2i− 1)x

2l − 2i− 1
,

(A.3)

where l can be any positive integers. By using the integral
solutions (A.2) and (A.3), the integration solution (A.1) can
be further derived as:∫ B

0

log2 (1 +A cos(2πf∆τ)) df

=
1

2π∆τ ln 2

∞∑
l1=1

(−1)2l1+1A2l1

2l1

∫ 2π∆τB

0

cos2l1 xdx

+
(−1)2l1A2l1−1

2l1 − 1

∫ 2π∆τB

0

cos2l1−1 xdx
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1

2π∆τ ln 2

∞∑
l1=1

(−1)2l1+1A2l1

2l122l1

(
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(
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+
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(
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)
. (A.4)

B. Proof of series convergence

The proof of the series convergence in (22) is provided in
this appendix. Since Λ, Glos and Girs are positive numbers,
the following condition holds:

(Glos −Girs)
2 + Λ−1 > 0

G2
los +G2

irs + Λ−1 > 2GlosGirs

2GlosGirs

G2
los +G2

irs + Λ−1
< 1. (A.5)

In step (b) of (A.1), the Mercator series is used, where the con-
vergence condition for Mercator series is |A cos(2πf∆τ)| <
1. In expression (22), the parameter A is replaced by

2GlosGirs

Λ−1+(G2
los+G

2
irs)

. Therefore, the convergence condition for
Mercator series is fulfilled in (22).
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